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Knitting and Quilting at Kanuga ‘20 
Project Descriptions 
 

Knitting 
 
Baby Sleep Sacque 
Instructor: Boykin Exum 

Make a raglan sleep sacque in one piece to snuggle with your little one.  Also, it is good 

for putting him or her down for a nap in cool weather, normally with no need for 
additional cover.  Made so you unbutton only what is necessary to change diaper while 

still keeping the baby’s arms and body warm. Sleeve cuffs can fold over hands to keep 
hands warm and bottom is buttoned to keep feet warm.  
This project is good for beginners and makes a great baby shower gift. 

Skills needed: All levels, including learn to knit. 
Class Limits: Minimum 5; Maximum 15. 

 
Harmonious Echo Cabled Pullover 

Instructor: Heather Storta 

Join us as we learn all about traditional Aran sweaters, 
cables, and sweater knitting techniques while beginning to 

knit this intricate cabled pullover. If you don’t want to knit 
the whole sweater, I will provide a pattern for a cowl instead, 
and you will still take away lots of skills to add to your 

knitter’s toolbox! 
Skills needed: Intermediate 

Homework: gauge swatch 
Class Limits: Minimum 5; Maximum 15 

 
 

 
Refined Baby Surprise Jacket 
Instructor: Jolie Elder 

It seems there is always someone having a baby! This 
classic little cardigan pattern from Elizabeth Zimmermann is 

such a fun knit you may be looking forward to the next baby 
shower. My contribution is a series of refinements that 

ensure a finished chain stitch on all raw edges, an elegant 
flat shoulder seam, a cast-off that prevents one stripe 
having an extra row, and a striping planner. The overall 

pattern is garter stitch. If you are a confident beginner — i.e. 
you can cast-on, bind-off, and keep your stitch count 

consistent while you knit — this is a great first sweater 
project. 
Must know how to: knit, cast-on, bind-off, keep consistent 

stitch count. 
Homework: swatch for gauge. 

Class Limits: Minimum 5; Maximum 15. 
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Portuguese Knitting 
Instructor: Mimi Kezer 

Learn this fast, efficient knitting style which produces a 
lovely, even tension as well as being easy on the hands. A 

great tool for stranded color work, there are many 
applications for its use with both English and Continental 
knitters. The class will begin with the basic knit and purl 

stitches, tensioning styles, then delve into ribbing, and 
various increases and decreases. Caution: it's addictive! 

Skills needed: All levels. Class suitable for beginners. 
Class Limits: Minimum 5; Maximum 15. 

 

 

Hartstoke Gage Mittens  
Instructor: Varian Brandon 

The motifs on these mittens are reminiscent of 16th-century 

tapestries. Their vertical symmetry adds interest and 
enjoyment to this colorful pair. Just enough to be fun. Not 

enough to be overwhelming.  
The traditional shaping of each mitten starts at the cuff with 
a small hem and a picot edge at the hem turn. A series of 

decreases and increases shape the wrist for easy comfort. 
The mittens can be worked in your choice of method to work 

small circumferences...i.e. Magic Loop, dpns, 2-circs. All 
methods will be discussed. Kits with Elemental Affects 
Shetland yarn will be available. 

 Skills needed: knit, purl, increase, decrease. 

Class Limits: Minimum 5; Maximum 15. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Bring Your Own – Knitting 
If you are trying to get a project finished and just need some dedicated time to finish it 
up, bring it along and join others by the fire with needles and yarn. Instructors will be 

available to help if you run into a problem and everyone will be available to admire your 
work! 
 

Knit Fix 
Do you have a project you are stuck on? Bring it along and Boykin can help you work out 

the problem and get your needles knitting again.  
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Quilting 
 

Spinning Pinwheel 
Instructor: Rosemary Summers 

Spinning Pinwheels is a pinwheel pattern using your favorite 

fabrics.  It’s perfect to use up all those scraps you have 
calling your name!!  The construction of the units gives you 

two contrasting blocks at a time.  Studio 180 Design’s 
Tucker Trimmer I® & Magic Wand® tools are 
required. If you prefer, you may use the Tucker Trimmer 

III®   You can decide how large a quilt you would like to 
make since the pattern includes sizes from lap to king size!!   

Skills needed: Intermediate quilter 
 
 

 
 

 

Mountain Blaze 
Instructor: Rosemary Summers 

This eye-catching pattern boosts your skills in using your 
Rapid Fire® Lemoyne Star tool to construct Blazing 

Lemoyne Stars.  Perfect blazing stars set within a border of 
“mountains” makes this a sparkling wonder all your friends 
will marvel at!!  Pattern contains both twin and king size 

quilts.  Suitable for scraps.  Requires Studio 180 Design’s 
Rapid Fire Lemoyne Star and Tucker Trimmer III 

tools. 
Skills needed: Intermediate quilter 
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